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Item Descriptions (Misc)
Name Description Type Genre

Unused
Ticket

A crumpled ticket to the play “Infernal Afternoon” from
1937. Never used.

Ephemera Adventure

Nachttänzerin

A sword cold and dark as the winter night. It only exists
in the shadow, where light’s warmth cannot go. The
thing attached to the hilt is but a reflection of its true
self: a shadow. The longer the shadow, the longer the
blade. In darkness, its cuts are unending. Bonus attack
range during the day. Increased damage at night.

Weapon Fantasy

Neighborhood
T-Shirt

A baby blue t-shirt With a Purple logo. Under the logo
is text that reads, “ANcomm Neighborhoods: Your
forever home awaits!”

Clothing
item

Adventure

Zorro’s Blade

The Iconic plasma sword of the vigilante Zorro. The
weapon is a common plasma cutter used by the
interplanetary miners of Mars, redesigned for portability
and nimble strikes. A weapon, a symbol, a statement
against the Earth’s colonial regime.

Weapon Sci-Fi

Glass
pendant

An emerald green pendant on a silver chain. Encased
in a black setting, the glass gem is cracked.

Item Adventure

Aristocratic
Bone Sword

A decorative rapier commissioned by a wealthy hunter
crafted using bones from his notable prey. As opulent
as it is ugly, the sword is a weapon only by merit of its
materials.

Weapon Fantasy

Mackintosh
Defender LD
mk4

Lightweight, civilian version of the manufacturer's
10mm mk4 Security pistol. A smaller 8-round magazine
and compact barrel complement the art nouveau
aesthetic unique to Mackintosh firearms.

Weapon Action

Safety
Inspector’s
Badge

A lost ID badge for Sam Danger, field inspector for
Advanced Compliance Solutions. With a photo
damaged beyond recognition, this should be enough to
fool most guards.

Distraction
Item

Stealth-
Action,
Comedy

https://www.notion.so/Unused-Ticket-c91d7e1ab46b409db5af371dba0edb94
https://www.notion.so/Nachtt-nzerin-e568f493e84e4600abce38da4850f793
https://www.notion.so/Neighborhood-T-Shirt-f1dc33da25d9431a97e9a1f9acc7fca0
https://www.notion.so/Zorro-s-Blade-bf6f20054a6143d1892fa0fe4794410e
https://www.notion.so/Glass-pendant-dd1800cd17af4ffe9e443cbb237780dc
https://www.notion.so/Aristocratic-Bone-Sword-148e54cdf6d044248ccb9a5d69bb43dc
https://www.notion.so/Mackintosh-Defender-LD-mk4-e04a77f856b34c148944807cf7daf7ff
https://www.notion.so/Safety-Inspector-s-Badge-87d1ead94317477aa4876833d3e5718f
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Beam Pistol

A bespoke laser pistol crafted on the ocean planet
Uthomia. Commissioned by a traveler from the
Crafter’s Guild in the southern Gno Archipelago, a
region renown for exquisite cutlery designed with
sweeping curves. This deadly, fragile gift is capable of
firing 500 times before replacing its crystalline focusing
rod.

Weapon
Sci-Fi,
Fantasy

M77 Infiltrator

A modular weapon system disguised as an assortment
of mechanical parts and tools, this plasma gun is
configurable as either a covert pistol or a long-range
sniper rifle. An energy pack integrated in the
detachable handle renders this the perfect stealth
weapon, while an secondary handle adapts the system
into a highly-accurate assault weapon.

Weapon Sci-Fi

https://www.notion.so/Beam-Pistol-8ca76ca3ca954c9094026a7e4c4285b1
https://www.notion.so/M77-Infiltrator-1837a1cc93974ace9d6f5d3163a5c662

